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 Many companies look at intellectual property rights (IPR) only from the considerationࠉ

as to whether it can be used to enforce their rights. However, IPR can be a strong tool in 

other ways. Many valuable inventions are not exploited properly by their inventors in 

many parts of the world because the inventors have little local knowledge in those areas 

and see no way of generating a cash return there. However, by obtaining IPR, even where 

the inventor has no local knowledge, such IPR rights can be used as an effective licencing 

tool. In the internet age it is much easier to find companies with the relevant local 

knowledge to help exploit the invention properly. Through such a route an inventor can 

increase revenue through licencing streams that would otherwise have been unavailable. 

It is also possible to use the IPR as the basis of joint ventures with local companies to 

increase global reach and extend an inventor's trade links into previously inaccessible 

markets. Without such IPR there can be a significant rick that the inventor ends up with 

little control over the joint venture and/or the invention is exploited without the inventor 

receiving any return. In many countries the cost of obtaining IPR is low in comparison to 

the rewards that might be obtained. This is particularly the case in Europe where Europe-

wide rights can be obtained relatively cost effectively and cover a market of around 500 

million people.
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